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New Denver says
‘no’ to cell phones

Salt Spring’s Creekside Rainforest, a biodiversity hotspot with a salmon-bearing creek, mature Douglas fir
forest, and several vulnerable species such as the redlegged frog will now be protected forever as The Land
Conservancy of British Columbia is confident the
purchase will close as planned on March 31. The 20acre parcel of temperate rainforest will be owned by
TLC and operated as a nature preserve.
‘We are always amazed by the action one
community takes when it comes to saving a gem in
their neighbourhood,’ says Bill Turner, TLC executive
director. ‘This important project would not have
succeeded without the tireless efforts of the
wonderful people of Salt Spring Island led by
Maureen Moore. It also would not have happened
without the efforts of the children and grandmothers.

Residents of New Denver voted ‘no’ to
cell phone service in a community poll
held February 7 and 8. Cell phones have
been controversial in New Denver for
some time. Village administration held
the poll to determine residents’ wishes
are on this controversial technology. The
Village of New Denver will proceed with
a formal appeal to the federal
government agency Industry Canada,
based on the poll results.
‘I see this first and foremost a health
issue, and a vindication of local
democracy,’ says Healthy Housing
Society chairperson Julia Greenlaw. ‘We
don’t accept any unnecessary risk to
public health. It’s up to government to
prove the safety of these devices before
releasing them on an unsuspecting
public.’
Residents voting ‘no’ are alarmed by a
growing international body of scientific
studies linking frequent cell phone use to
brain cancer, leukemia and autism in
children, melatonin imbalance leading to
sleep disruption, and other maladies.
Studies from Germany and Israel have
documented up to a threefold increase in
the incidence of cancer in residents living
within 400 metres of cell phone signal
towers, and ‘cancer clusters’ are breaking
out near cell towers around the world. A
recent study from Cleveland found that the
more hours the men spent on their cell
phone, the lower the sperm count and the
greater the percentage of abnormal sperm.

CREEKSIDE, please turn to page 10

CELL PHONES, please turn to page 6
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Entrance Island and the North Shore mountains from Gabriola Island.

Queen of the North—plenty of blame
for management ~ Patrick Brown
BC Ferry CEO David Hahn described the
sinking of Queen of the North two years ago as
the result of ‘human error’. The errors to which
he referred were made by the two people on the
bridge in the fourteen minutes before the ferry
slammed into Gil Island in the middle of the
night, sinking soon after, with the loss of two
lives.
But a careful reading of the Transportation
Safety Board (TSB) Final Report on the
incident, released this past week, reveals that
there were plenty of errors to go around, and
they weren’t all made by the Officer of the
Watch, responsible for navigation, and the
apprentice Quartermaster, who was at the
helm.
The Final Report has been heavily criticized
for failing to reveal the reasons why they did not
make a normal course change at Sainty Point as
the ship entered Wright Sound on its
southward journey, and why they failed to

notice that the ship was off course until trees
appeared directly ahead. The Report clearly
identifies these as human errors, and it does
give reasons which critics found vague—that
they were distracted by ‘a sudden squall’, a
‘personal conversation’, and the disappearance
of a nearby fishing vessel from the radar.
But the report also roundly criticizes BC
Ferries for practices which ensured that these
errors remained undetected for the final
fourteen minutes. Not only, says the Report,
should there have been a third person on the
bridge, but the chart plotter screen should not
have been dimmed, and off-course alarms
available on various pieces of navigational
equipment had either been disabled, or were
never fitted in the first place. And when, at the
last moment, a switch from automatic to
manual steering might have enabled Queen of
QUEEN OF THE NORTH, please turn to page 2

Creekside Rainforest
campaign in its last
phase

Commentary by Murray Dobbin

NAFTA’s legacy: the worst agreement we ever signed
In the aftermath of Barack Obama’s and Hillary Clinton’s threats
to ‘renegotiate’ NAFTA—or pull out—the usual suspects have
been activated to tell the world how wonderful the deal has been
for Canada and the United States.
There is no doubt that the sector that devised the scheme in
the first place and sold it to politicians have benefited greatly
from this investors’ rights agreement and its predecessor. The
continent’s largest corporations have greatly reduced regulatory
impediments to their profits, radically lowered labour costs,
gutted Canada’s sovereign capacity to pass new environmental
legislation and, in terms of investment restrictions, virtually
erased the borders.
All of those corporate benefits, however, have been extremely
bad for other aspects of Canada and for ordinary Canadians.
But first, let’s dispose of a myth about free trade—the notion
that it was responsible for massive increases in trade between the
US and Canada. According to an Industry Canada study, 91 per
cent of the increase in trade in the 1990s was due to the cheap
Canadian dollar and the sustained economic boom in the US
Now that our dollar is at par or higher, our manufacturing
exports are plummeting.
But even if NAFTA were responsible for increased trade,
Canadian workers have paid a huge price. Throughout the
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1990s, federal governments trumpeted the need to be
‘competitive’ under NAFTA as an excuse to implement some of
the most Draconian rollbacks of Canadian social programs ever
undertaken. In the name of ‘labour flexibility,’ Paul Martin
implemented drastic changes to EI eligibility, and repealed the
Canada Assistance Plan, freeing the provinces to gut their
welfare programs. His extreme low-inflation policy deliberately
kept unemployment at high levels (8% to 9%) for most of the
1990s.
That meant that, throughout the decade, workers’ real wages
actually declined. They still have not caught up to 1981 levels.
And the highly paid 220,000 industrial jobs lost as a result of
NAFTA are gone forever, replaced by lower-paid jobs.
NAFTA was supposed to unleash a flood of foreign
investment — boosting our industrial capacity and productivity.
Instead, since the first trade agreement was signed, more than 95
per cent of direct foreign investment has been used to buy up
Canadian companies. Head offices and research and
development money has headed south, and Canada has seen a
steady decline in manufactured goods as a percentage of its GDP
for much of the past 10 years.
Our productivity has fallen behind that of the US in virtually
NAFTA, please turn to page 3
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‘I’ve got to remember how this happens…’

Island Tides says, Happy Birthday
Patrick Brown, 71 years young!
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Islanders send fare message to BC government
Chris Bowers, Editor of Gabriola’s Flying Shingle
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19
WE

0416
1004
1502
2126

10.5
6.9
8.9
3.6

3.2
2.1
2.7
1.1

27
TH

0229
0626
1427
2324

8.9
9.5
2.6
9.8

2.7
2.9
0.8
3.0

20
TH

0438
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10.5
6.2
9.2
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3.2
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2.8
1.3
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9.2
9.5
3.0
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2.9
0.9
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5.2
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2.8
1.6
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2.4
2.5
1.1
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TU
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7.5
9.8
3.0
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3.0
0.9
3.0

2
WE
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2006

10.2
7.2
8.2
3.6

3.1
2.2
2.5
1.1

26
WE

0131
0614
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8.5
9.8
2.6
9.8

2.6
3.0
0.8
3.0

3
TH

0328
0927
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2051

10.2
6.6
8.5
4.3

3.1
12.0
2.6
1.3
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A cheerfully but determined group of Gabriolan ferry fare
protesters wove their way through downtown Nanaimo to take a
message to their MLA Leonard Krog on the morning of March 8.
Their message—a moratorium must be put on ferry fare
increases because high fares are harming Gulf Island
communities.
Led by ferry protest organizer Veronica Hartman and other
members of the Fair Ferry Fares Organising Committee
(FFFOC), over eighty Gabriolans deliver the results of a
extensive survey. The survey canvassed the thoughts of 650
Gabriolans about the ferry increases and how they are affected
by those increases.
Demonstrators also brought Krog a ‘Freeze the Fares’
petition with over 900 signatures.

Krog calls for De-privatisation of BC
Ferries
In receiving the survey and petition, MLA Leonard Krog echoed
the voices of Gabriolans and other Gulf Islanders when he told
the crowd of protesters that he believes coastal ferries should be
a crown corporation.
In comments that brought cheers from the demonstrators,
Krog said ‘It is wrong for BC Ferries to drive up the ferry fares at
the same time that highways are subsidized.’ Noting that it is not
common for an NDP MLA to agree with Socred Premier WC
Bennett, Krog added, ‘When it came to ferries Bennett had it
right. It is time we returned BC Ferries to a Crown corporation.’
Krog quoted the words of a speaker at a community meeting
held on Gabriola on February 21. The speaker had said: ‘Young
kids’ parents are firefighters, first responders, and those are the
people who are trying to build for their futures. They are being
priced off the island.’
Referring to the BC premier who founded the ‘preserve and
protect’ Islands Trust, governing body of thirteen Gulf Islands,
Krog said, ‘It was never the intention of Dave Barrett to see the
Gulf Islands turned into some kind of gated community where
only the rich can live and travel.’

BC Ferries Union Raises Funding
Concerns
Through the ‘Save Our Ferries’ website, BC Ferries and Marine
Workers’ Union (BCFMWU) has also called for de-privatisation
of the ferries. They have raised questions about the possibility
that cost overruns could become problematic for BC Ferry
Services (BCFS).
They say the current approach to funding ferries has resulted
in a high debt load—100% of which the government is saying
must eventually be paid for by users.
Unfortunately, as BCFS Chief Financial Officer Rob Clarke
admitted at the meeting on Gabriola on February 21, the increase
in fares has reached the point of diminishing returns in
ridership—the higher the fares, the fewer the number of riders
who can afford them—thus causing a need for higher fares.

Gabriola Survey Questions
The Gabriola survey was conducted in response to a BCFS survey
which some said was designed to get the responses which the
corporation was seeking. Ferry protest organizers Veronica
FERRY FARE PROTEST, please turn to page 9
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LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND
Take notice that Grant and
Wendy Wickland of Salt
Spring Island, BC intend to
make application to Integrated
Land Management Bureau
(ILMB), Ministry of Agriculture
and Lands, Coast Region office
for a 10 year license for
Residential-Private Moorage
situated on Provincial Crown
Land located in the vicinity of
Ganges Harbour, Salt Spring
Island, BC.
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Hartman Comments
FFFOC spokesperson Veronica Hartman said, ‘In my opinion
the decision to privatize the ferries was arbitrary and cowardly.
We can see no reason why this public transportation system is
being forced towards 100% user pay when no other
transportation systems in the province are being dealt with that
way.’
In commenting on the survey delivered to Krog, Hartman
said 97.53% of those surveyed were in favour of a return to
government subsidized ferry service. She said 74.87% said that
rising fares are affecting their ability to live on Gabriola.
Further Hartman said 62.2% said they can afford the
commuter tickets, but just barely, and/or they have downsized to
walk-on tickets rather than car and driver tickets, and 30% said
they can’t afford to buy books of commuter tickets and are forced
to buy tickets at the standard price.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is #1413090. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed to
the Section Head, Integrated
Land Management Bureau at
142-2080
Labieux
Road,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9.
Comments will be received by
ILMB until April 6, 2008. ILMB
may not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/clad
/land_prog_services/programs.
html
under
the
link:
Applications & Reason for
Decision database for more
information.
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at Integrated Land
Management Bureau’s regional
office.

www.jakobsenassociates.com
jakobsenk@netrover.com

"From the first Blue Sky
Architecture have been
regionalists in the best
sense of the term. They
have been deeply involved
with the ecology and
topography of southern
British Columbia and its
wonderful interweave of sea,
forest, and rock ."

HELLIWELL + SMITH
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DESIGN

QUEEN OF THE NORTH from page 1
the North to avoid Gil Island, the changeover
did not happen due to confusion over the
correct procedure to be followed with recently
installed new switchgear.
As a final comment on the actual navigation
and control of the ship, the TSB cites, with clear
disapproval, a ‘less than formal’ working
environment on the bridge of Queen of the
North: ‘The accepted principles of navigation
safety were not consistently or rigorously
applied. Unsafe navigation practices persisted
which, in this occurrence, contributed to a loss
of situational awareness by the bridge team.’
The phrasing of this last comment bears the
stamp of most careful consideration by the
editors of the TSB Report.
These practices, along with what the TSB
identifies as inadequate training of officers and
quartermasters in the operation of navigational
and control equipment on the bridge, and
ineffective safety audits under BC Ferries’
Safety Management System, can only have
existed with the approval, or at least the
acquiescence, of management: ‘BC Ferries does
not ensure that all employees are fully
competent to perform the duties expected of
them, therefore placing the vessel, its
passengers, and crew at risk.’
These comments are clearly intended to
apply not only to Queen of the North, but to the
entire fleet. Whether or not this is fair may be
open to question, particularly given recent
claims by management that new training
programs have done much to alleviate the
situation. However, in support of this finding,
the TSB cites the findings of previous
investigations into incidents with Bowen
Queen (2002) and Queen of Surrey (2003).
Once again, the TSB’s wording bears the stamp
of great care in drafting.
The Report goes on to comment on
‘abandon ship’ procedures, passenger
manifests, ship stability standards on older
vessels, the closing of watertight doors, the
need for Voyage Data Recorders, and the
inadequacy of action by the company to
address the risk posed by crew who may be
impaired by alcohol or drugs (but the Report
makes no specific connections between
impairment and the accident).
• Specializing
in water
Spe
access
over steep
acc
& rugged
terrain
• Fully insured

4090 Bayridge Ave West Vancouver BC V7V 3K1
t 01 604 921 8646 f 01 604 921 0755
bsa@blueskyarchitecture.com
www.blueskyarchitecture.com

• Excellent
references

Peter Christenson • 250-629-8386
www.shorelinedesign.ca

The Report, in its findings, has taken care to
distinguish situations where BC Ferries has
met the requirements of applicable regulations,
which the TSB admits are not always clear or
adequate. However, the Report makes it clear
that the management responsibility to ensure
safety in the operation of a public ferry system
should override the mere adherence to
regulations, and its criticisms of the
corporation have their roots in this point of
view.

Detecting Human Error on
the Bridge
In ascribing the cause of the accident to ‘human
error’ to the bridge team (the Fourth Officer,
who was on the bridge as Officer of the Watch,
the Quartermaster-in-Training, who was at the
helm, and the Second Officer, who was in the
Officers’ lounge) BC Ferries CEO David Hahn
was, in effect, allocating blame. Clearly, then,
human errors can and do occur, and they are
normally detected by a combination of human
management and technological monitoring.
In the case of ship navigation and control,
the primary human checks are a combination
of staffing and procedures. In this case, staffing
should have included a third person on the
bridge, particularly in view of the fact that the
person acting as Quartermaster was
unqualified. This left only one person in a
position to confirm that the ship was following
its proper course, and he (the Fourth Officer)
was under the impression that he had ordered
the requisite course change at Sainty Point and
that his order had been carried out. (The
Report concluded that he had failed to do this.)
Had the third member of the team, the Second
Officer, been on the bridge, the chances of
detecting that the vessel was off-course would
have been immeasurably improved.
Formal procedures, particularly as regards
communications among the bridge team, and
the giving and confirmation of execution of
orders, are an important part of error
prevention. Verbal procedures cannot be
confirmed afterwards unless there are voice
recordings; the TSB expressed its regret that

QUEEN OF THE NORTH, please turn to page 11

CRABB DIESEL LIMITED
Industrial & Marine • Parts & Service
Engines • Transmissions • Generators • Compressors

Need a generator for home, boat or
industry? Call today, we have them!
Wally Crabb
250-655-6677 • Cell: 250-727-1026
crabbdiesel@shaw.ca
10425 Wilson Road (Sidney)

Authorized Dealer
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Open Space returns to Saturna ~ Charles Reif
he second Saturna Community
Gathering was convened on the weekend
of March 8 and 9 at the Recreation
Centre, supported by a grant-in-aid from the
CRD. The organizing topic was: ‘Sustaining our
Community
Services:
Issues
and
Opportunities.’
Fifty participants came together in circle
using a method called ‘Open Space Technology’
to self-initiate 13 topics that mattered, negotiate
a satisfactory timetable, and gather in groups to
explore them.
Given the number of Island organizations
that are currently wrestling with fundraising
and human resources challenges for important
projects, it wasn’t surprising that health care,
emergency services (fire and ambulance), and
affordable housing were the issues most
frequently mentioned in the first day’s breakout
groups. Topics ranged from ‘fire danger’ and
‘volunteering’ to ‘maintaining our rec centre,’
emergency service levels and support, taxation
as a component of service provision, challenges
to community businesses, and the lack of
affordable dwellings for the younger generation
of workers and dreamers.
Other areas opened to discussion included
finding ways to get around without private cars,
camping as part of Parks Canada’s plans for the
Narvaez Bay area, and artistic opportunities on
the Island. Encouraging closer community
relations with our First Nations was of
particular interest.
The desire to see some form of coordinating network among the Island’s service
providers and facility planners came up, as did
exploring a community vision that would

T

incorporate key values and goals for Saturna
Island.
Like last year’s Open Space, men and
women were in almost equal numbers. A
participant from Tsawout First Nation was
welcomed and valued throughout the two days.
Also welcomed was the participation of several
people deeply engaged in volunteer service
delivery and facility planning projects. The
community gathering provided a precious
opportunity to sit together and share
experiences and struggles, explore alternatives,
and be appreciated for the work and skills each
have brought to their groups, and the expertise
they have acquired.
On the second morning, 32 participants
returned to review the Book of Proceedings
from the previous day, and move into action
planning. The four articulated areas were:
Revenue Generating and Sharing; Affordable
Housing Part II; The Arts on Saturna; and
Visioning a Community Planning Forum.
Proceedings from these four lively sessions
were emailed to all participants two days after
the Open Space forum ended.
At the closing circle, people expressed
surprise at both the expertise and the caring of
fellow participants. Comments included: ‘These
two days raised my awareness like crazy, and
blew my preconceived notion of what people
think.’ ‘It’s easy to forget when slogging in the
volunteer trenches—do I make a difference? Its
been energizing, full of creativity.’ ‘I appreciate
the process brought to the community; space to
explore and talk, timelessness, the experience of
being together.’ ‘I think it put me on a different
thinking track!’ ✐

Electoral reform vote set for 2009
The Electoral Reform Referendum 2009 Act,
legislation to allow a second referendum on an
alternative electoral system, was introduced by
Attorney General Wally Oppal on March 6. The
referendum will be held in conjunction with the
next scheduled provincial general election on
May 12, 2009. It will be similar to the one held in
2005, but with some important differences.
Public funding will be available to groups who
are supporters or detractors of both the single
transferable vote (STV) and the current firstpast-the-post election systems. Through the
chief electoral officer, registered groups will be
given funds to provide information and
educational material about their positions.
Specific funding criteria and the process for
applying would be established in regulations. A
total of $500,000 will be made available to each
side of the debate.
Government will again fund a neutral
referendum information office, as it did in 2005.
The referendum question will be introduced by
government for debate in the legislative
assembly before it is put to voters. The proposed
electoral map will be available during the
referendum, so voters will be able to see how STV
would affect their electoral districts if adopted.
The threshold for success will be the same as
in 2005—at least 60% of the province-wide

popular vote and majority support in at least
60% of the province’s electoral districts. If the
referendum vote is in favour of STV, it will be in
place for BC’s 2013 election.
Fair Voting BC President Bruce Hallsor
welcomed Bill 6. Hallsor comments that
although previous government statements
indicated that the referendum question would be
the same as it was in May, 2005, Bill 6 indicates
that the question is not settled, and will be set out
at a later date by an order of Cabinet.
He also says that Fair Voting BC continues to
oppose the use of a 60% threshold of votes in
order for the referendum to pass. The change to
STV was supported by 58% of British
Columbians in 2005, but failed to meet the 60%
threshold required. ‘This has created a situation
in which the next election will be run under a
system which was rejected by 58% of British
Columbians,’ he says.
‘That
threshold
is
fundamentally
undemocratic. If a clear majority of British
Columbians again support STV, we hope that the
government will respect the wishes of the
majority of British Columbians and enact the
BC-STV electoral system, regardless of whether
it meets an artificial super-majority threshold,’
he added. ✐

NAFTA from page 1
every year since the FTA came into effect in 1989.
The environment has also suffered almost continuously since the deals were signed — and this
is according to the Commission for Environmental Co-operation, the NAFTA agency responsible
for monitoring the impact of the new regime. The North American Mosaic: The State of the
Environment Report, released in 2001, declared that ‘North Americans are faced with the paradox
that many activities on which the North American economy is based impoverish the environment
on which our well-being ultimately depends.’
It might also have mentioned that Canada has not passed a major new environmental
protection law since NAFTA came into effect—at least not successfully. In two instances where it
did try, NAFTA’s investment chapter forced it to back off. In the Ethyl Corporation case, Canada
tried to ban a gasoline additive, MMT, that damaged cars’ catalytic converters (not to mention our
health). The company sued under NAFTA and Canada withdrew the law. The resulting chill effect
means we have no idea how many proposed new laws have been killed in their cribs.
Prime Minister Stephen Harper says Canada is an energy ‘superpower.’ But NAFTA virtually
guaranteed that the US would be the beneficiary of our energy, and it unleashed a massive increase
in energy exports to the US.
Canada now exports 63% of the oil it produces and 56% of its natural gas to the US. And because
of NAFTA’s proportionality clause, Canada is legally obliged to continue exporting the same
proportion of our oil and gas forever even if we face a shortage.
Next up is our water. The US is already officially into its supply problems and it will, over the
next 20 years, become a catastrophic crisis, outpacing even their predicted energy crisis.
NAFTA defines water as a good—meaning that, as soon as any provincial government signs a
contract to export bulk water to the US (by river diversion or tanker), nothing can stop further
exports.
All of this, and for what? Allegedly, it was for guaranteed, predictable access to the US market.
But, of course, as the softwood lumber saga proved, there is no such thing. When its history is
written, NAFTA could rightly be described as the worst agreement ever signed by a Canadian
government.
Murray Dobbin, a Vancouver writer, is a columnist for the online magazine The Tyee. This
article also appeared in The Globe & Mail on March 5. ✐
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Root of Recycling Dilemma

Education Not Armed Patrols

Dear Editor:
Su Everts (‘Recycling Support,’ Readers Letters, March 6, Island
Tides) should complain to the manufactures and retailers who
continue to use these plastics that have little or no recycle value.
She could also write to the Environment Minister Barry Penner at
www.gov.bc.ca/env and ask what is being done to encourage the
use of eco-friendly alternatives in BC.
Bill Carr, Bowen Island

This letter was sent the Honourable Stephen Harper and copied
to Island Tides for publication.

Arrest By Injunction A ‘Black Hole’
The following letter was submitted to the the Victoria, Times
Colonist, on March 13. However, the daily declined to print it. It
was submitted to Island Tides for publication.
The Editor, Times Colonist:
I can only wonder at a newspaper that publishes today an
account of events that took place one year ago. Les Leyne’s
article, dated March 13, 2008 states, ‘She [Betty Krawczyk] was
hauled off this week.’ Since her arrest, Betty Krawczyk has served
her sentence, been released, and initiated her mayoral campaign
for the City of Vancouver.
Or was the article simply re-printed in honour of yesterday’s
opening of a new exhibit at the Royal BC Museum, recognizing
Betty Krawczyk as one of the 150 people who have shaped BC’s
story? But you probably won’t be reporting about that for
another year or so….
The slowness of your reporting seems to be dwarfed only by
the slowness of Les Leyne’s thinking. Betty Krawczyk does not
‘complain’ or ‘whine’ about being sent to jail. And jail is not the
whole point.
The whole point, (and I’ll try to make this simple) is to bring
public attention, and ultimately change, to a ‘justice’ system that
incarcerates citizens under an injunction system which strips us
of our fundamental rights to defend our actions in a court of law.
This defence privilege, bestowed on rapists and murderers
and everyone else who is arrested under the Criminal Code,
provides us access to a fair trial, a trial by jury, during which we
have the opportunity to defend our actions.
Arrest by injunction is a ‘black hole’ in our judicial system,
designed to extinguish citizen’s rights for civil disobedience, a
process without which there can be no democratic society.
Our democratic right for civil disobedience has allowed every
important reform in modern society to take place, including the
abolishment of slavery, civil rights, women’s rights, and the end
of the Viet Naam war.
When Betty and her fellow protesters were camped at
Eagleridge Bluffs, preventing the machinery from blasting the
rare eco-system of Arbutus groves and wetlands, it was the duty
of the police to arrest them for breaking the law. However, that
arrest didn’t happen for over 60 days. Why is that?
Because the police were ordered to wait until Kiewitt & Sons,
the US construction company contracted for expanding our
highways, got through the process of getting an injunction,
which would allow the arrest of the protesters under injunction,
rather than under the Criminal Code. The charge given to
civilians arrested by injunction is Criminal Contempt of Court,
for which there is no defense.
The seven months that Betty Krawczyk spent in jail were a
price that she was willing to pay to inform the citizens of British
Columbia of this breakdown of our democratic system. Native
Elder Harriet Nahanee, who died in custody, paid with her life.
Monika Sheardown, Vancouver

Ferries for Essential Service

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

250-656-1334

Dear Editor:
There is another aspect to the high ferry fares that I would like to
address.
I have sympathy for people who need to transport goods,
equipment and tools for their work. I have no sympathy for
people who do not fit in to this category. Why pay all that money
to transport all that metal and very often one or two people to said
destination and back? I believe the ferries should be first of all for
necessary transport, such as goods and services.
Public transit is poor because drivers have opted to drive
anywhere and everywhere for years without even considering
using public transit. We, as foot passengers, have suffered
immensely as a result of this. Now, while you sit in your cozy autos
we have to scrape by, bang our shins, and be subjected to your
pollutants, your idling, and your start-ups before we’re unloaded
or loaded.
Quick foot passenger only boats across the waters with
excellent connections to improved public transit is the way to go.
BC Ferries or a private company could provide some form of boat
to do this. I am sure good design for this is already out there.
Myna Lee Johnstone, Salt Spring Island

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!
Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

Island Tides newspaper—keeping you
connected, online and in print!

Dear Prime Minister:
As each Canadian soldier’s dead body is shipped home from
Afghanistan, I can’t help wondering whether that conflict could
be turning into Canada’s Viet Naam.
I have a more constructive suggestion:instead of sending out
armed patrols, which elicit bomb attacks and other fatal
responses, Canada should invest in instructing its personnel,
military and otherwise, in Afghan language and culture. This
would establish a rapport and assure the success of the education
efforts already being made by various NGOs.
Once this effort is under way, surely Afghans living abroad
will be motivated to return and take part in this cultural revival.
It is not unthinkable that the transformation thus initiated could
revive the interest of local farmers in growing food crops instead
of opium poppies.
And, to cap it all, Canadians would not be returned to our
country in body bags.
I urge you to consider my proposal very seriously. I am
sending copies to the leaders of our national political parties and
posting it on the internet.
Margaret Schubart, Salt Spring Island

Oh No! I’ve Landed on the Wrong Island!
Dear Editor:
I’ve had this gloomy, doomy feeling for quite a while now but the
news from North Pender confirmed it: (‘New community plan
uses cautionary principle,’ Island Tides March 6, 2008) I am,
sadly, a misplaced person. I live on Galiano.
North Pender has produced a new Official Community Plan
that embodies the kind of enlightened thinking that went up in
smoke here on Galiano around the time of the last election.
North Pender is taking no chances with the natural areas that
remain to them and the development pressures that lie ahead.
Galiano, on the other hand, is being turned inside out, not
merely to accommodate development but to encourage it, by
systematically dismantling the protections our current bylaws
provide.
While our neighbours on Pender move cautiously forward
with eyes wide open, the Galiano community is being urged to
take a blind, clumsy, giant step backward. We are being asked to
focus single-mindedly on the noisy and unceasing demands of a
small handful of property owners. Our local trustees, whose
magnanimity knows no bounds, are proposing bylaws that
would confer a residential right on every forest (F1) lot. (That
represents nearly half the land mass of our island!) This right to
a residence would come virtually unencumbered: no
consultation with neighbours, no obligation to the wider
community and—to ice the cake—no need for site-specific
rezoning, the protective process we have embraced for years
(and the pet peeve of many owners of F1 land). And our OCP?
Never mind that. It’s being re-jigged, piece-meal, at our trustees‚
discretion.
North Pender’s OCP ‘is groundbreaking in many ways and
will likely be used as a template for other island communities,’
Gisele Rudischer is quoted as saying. We have some
groundbreaking initiatives of a different sort happening here on
Galiano: ours involve bulldozers.
This myopic approach to land-use planning is an aberration.
We’re making history here on Galiano. While communities
throughout BC are standing firm to preserve their precious
natural areas, we’re paving the way for a building boom. I’m no
longer proud to say I live on Galiano. I am embarrassed.
Pam Freir, Galiano Island

Nowhere To Go
Dear Editor:
No one except parents of newborns gets excited about poop
these days. Which is too bad, given that 40% of the world’s
population lacks access to basic sanitation. The health impacts
are staggering, especially for children. 4,500 kids die every day
from diarrhoea and other water-related illness—five times more
than from HIV/AIDS.
Given the misery caused by the simple lack of toilets you
would think that Canada’s development agency would be
investing heavily in this situation. In fact, less than a fraction of
a percent of Canada’s aid goes towards basic sanitation.
We can and we must do better; with simple solutions, such
as basic hygiene education and a covered latrine. It’s
unacceptable that 2.6 billion people on the globe literally have
nowhere ‘to go.’
Susan Lewis Hammond, Victoria
LETTERS, please turn to the next page

Invitation to tender
Description: For sale by tender, John Deere Gator 6

wheel ATV. Approximately 1996 model; needs steering
work.
Equipment is located at Ganges, Salt Spring Island.
Please call Marlene Muir to arrange for mandatory
viewing appointment. Viewing will be held on
March 20, 2008.
Phone 604 590-7564
Invitation to Tender packages can be picked up at the
mandatory viewing and Sealed Tenders will be received
at the address listed on the Invitation to Tender.
Reference: Q320

www.bchydro.com

Closing Date: March 27, 2008

F O R
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0308-1114T

17,000 copies this issue

Readers’ Letters

‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)

Thurs, March 20, April 3 & Sat, Mar 29

Fri, Sat & Sun, March 28, 29 & 30

Pender Film Group Screenings—THURS MAR 20: Across
The Universe (2007)—musical based on The Beatles songbook
and set in ’60s England, America, and Vietnam; SAT MAR 29—
Special Filmgroup Anniversary screening—award-winning, Ten
Canoes (2006) Ten canoes, three wives, one hundred and fifty
spears…trouble • THURS APRIL 3:—Kite Runner (2007)—after
years in California, Amir returns to his homeland in Afghanistan
to help his old friend Hassan, whose son is in trouble •
Community Hall • 7:30pm • Admission by donation • Info:
www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Zula presents Galitcha from Ottawa—music with a strong
North Indian footprint overlaid with
influences from Western folk, jazz and
instrumentation from around the
world • FRI: Pender, Community Hall,
7pm dinner, 8pm concert; SAT:
Gabriola, The Roxy, 3 pm matinée;
SUN: Salt Spring, El Zocal, 7 pm •
Tickets: Info & reservations: 250-247-7123, hey@zula.ca,
www.galitcha.com, www.zula.ca • ON PENDER, GABRIOLA &
SALT SPRING ISLANDS

Spring Break, March 15 - 25
Daily Fun Swims at Commonwealth Pool—special games
and activities, waves, waterslide, pirate ship, toddler pool, diving
boards, swirlpool, family changerooms, steam and sauna •
Saanich Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat
Bay at Royal Oak exit) • 1-4pm daily • Info: 24-hour Swim Infoline 250-475-7620 or www.saanich.ca • IN SAANICH

Saturday, March 22
Celebrate Spring Dance—with the Legendary ‘Big House
Voodoo Blues Band’ licensed, family event, sponsored by
Dockside Realty • Community Hall • 8pm to Midnight • Tickets:
Adults $15, 12-and-under free, at the door or at Talisman Books,
Southridge Farms or Info: 250-629-9934 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Easter Sunday, March 23
9th Annual South Pender Island Easter Art Walk—tour
eleven studios and galleries on South Pender Island: paintings,
drawings, flame-worked glass jewellery, homespun wool works,
woodturning, folk art • Walk maps at each studio, look for the
yellow balloons •Noon–5pm • Info: Susan Taylor 250-629-6661 •
ON SOUTH PENDER ISLAND

James Barber

Mr. Mulroney
said (with a groan) he
wasn’t a crook
and the money he took
was a private transaction
(without any tax on)
and certainly wasn’t anyone’s biz
but his.

Fri, Sat & Sun, April 4, 5 & 6
Christian Ministry Weekend—international and local
speakers, Bible teaching and fellowship •
Hope Bay Bible Camp • FRI: 7pm meeting
‘God’s Mercy Through Christ’, SAT:
9:30am–5pm, conference ‘Living in Christ’,
SUN: 10:45am service at Community
Church, 5pm service at Bible Camp •
Everyone welcome • Info and registration
for conference: Nicole 250-629-3246,
nicolejfl@gmail.com • ON PENDER ISLAND

But to a royal commission
he might give permission
as with enough lawyers confusing the issues
no one could prove (irrefutably) misuse
and even with minimal legal endeavour
it could drag on for ever and ever
and he could be sure to emerge with his name
if not unsullied at least without blame.

Pender Island Concert Series: Trio
Verlaine and Friends—we welcome
back Lorna McGhee (flute) Heidi Krutzen
(harp) and David Harding (viola)
accompanied on this tour by Jonathan
Crowe (violin) and Matt Haimovitz (cello)
• School Auditorium • 7:30pm • Admission:
single concert-adults $25, children $5 • ON PENDER ISLAND

Friday, March 28

Saturday, April 5
An Evening of ‘Music Without Borders’—award-winning
guitarist Brad Prevedoros, exotic
percussionist Niel Golden and multiinstrumentalist Greg Joy play a
unique meld of Latin jazz, Middle
Eastern and Celtic folk • Saturna
Community Hall • 7:30pm• Tickets: at
the door, Adults-$15, Seniors/Under
12-$10, Under 5-free • Info:
info@manzanitaproductions.com • ON SATURNA ISLAND

Victoria Sewing and Crafts Show—over 75 seminars daily,
exhibits, demonstrations, celebrity speakers, prizes, stage shows,
shop-till-you-drop • Victoria Conference Centre • 9am-6pm daily
• Tickets: 2-day pass $10 • Info: 1-888-245-6777 or
www.sewingandcraftsshow.com • IN VICTORIA

Airbus Stops Here

It might have been to pay off a debt
or settle a bet
but anyway nothing but three hundred grand
which chaps like him regularly pass hand to hand
without clear explanations
or prompt tax declarations
or even (as no one was going to see)
that tedious business of GST
and if there was any explaining to do
it wouldn’t be simply to me and to you.

Monday, March 31

7th Annual Wee Tipple Party—
fundraiser for Crimson Coast Dance
Society: single and double malt
scotches and whiskeys, along with
crafted ales by local breweries and a
taste of wines, appetizers by Minnoz
Restaurant, silent auction, 5/50 draw
• Coast Bastion Inn, Benson Ballroom •
5pm-7:30pm • Tickets: $40 at 250-7163230,
www.crimsoncoastdance.org,
House of Indigo, or at the door • IN NANAIMO

Friday & Saturday, Mar 28 & 29
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James Barber, television chef and writer, who lived in Duncan
and was a former resident of Pender Island, passed away last
November while cooking at his home. This recent poem is a
lovely reminder of James’ humourful character.

Fri, Sat, Sun, April 11-13
Land Trust Alliance of BC, 2008 Seminar Series—speakers
include Sara J Wilson, Jeanette Armstrong and Timothy Kettle;
seminars include invasive species, fundraising, covenant
monitoring and enforcement; tour of pine beetle management •
Manning Park • Info and registration: 250-538-0112,
Christine@landtrustalliance.bc.ca, www.landtrustalliance.bc.ca •
ON THE MAINLAND

LETTERS from previous page

Media, Government & People
Dear Editor:
Patrick Brown’s ‘Only on CNN’ describes an increasingly selfcentred media that believes the truth shines out of its
informational orifice. Politicians seem to have little defense
against a media that is eager to ‘pull their chain,’ particularly with
regard to any dirt that can be dredged up from their past.
In ‘the olden days,’ politicians were often reluctant recruits
who were asked to take a break from their ‘normal lives’ and to
serve for a while in a community administrative support function.
Politicians, like the media, seem to have become self-centred
professionals with the same delusion about from whence shines
the light of truth.
Increasingly, the rank and file of community are regarded as
being mentally challenged sheep which central government must
lead out of the wilderness, to the point that even generals (now
turned politicians) are no longer simply assuming responsibility
for doing the nation’s fighting, but are telling the people where
and when wars must be fought.
The ‘circus troupe’ of media, politicians and military-industrial
movers-and-shakers continue their trend of taking over
responsibility for sorting out issues deemed ‘too complex’ for the
feckless man on the street, leaving us only with a vote to make our
choice as to who we shall put in charge of our poor incompetent
selves. But centralized political management is bringing us fiascos
such as out-of-control pollution; now affirmed on a grand,
centralized scale. The native observation is that ‘when we spit on
the earth, we spit on ourselves.’ There is the hurricane Katrina
rescue and recovery program, the (blut für öl) war in Iraq, not to
mention case after case of centralized corruption that is affirming
Lord Acton: ‘power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely.’
When, in fact, what shows promise are those initiatives that
are rising up out of the ‘feckless herd,’ far from the citadels of
centralized power and authority—the NGOs (Medicins sans
Frontieres), the fair trade and fair travel initiatives, local recycling

and environmental initiatives, and personal consumer practices
that serve to filter out unhealthy products and products tainted by
unfair labour practices. Such products that centralized regulatory
authorities have not only ‘blessed’ for general consumption, but
have also allow their manufacturers to conceal what they are
putting into them (eg unlabelled GMO content).
Meanwhile, the media, politicians, military and business
moguls continue the circus act which would have us believe that
they ‘have everything under control’ and that we need not worry,
they will take care of us.
An independent media that is truly ‘of the people’ is needed to
serve as the mirror that will bring an end to these circus troupe
antics of CNN and their political/industrial fellow performers.
Ted Lumley, Pender Island

• harvesting
systems
• design
• installation
• service

More Good Topics
Dear Editor:
Our Canadian government has been recently suggesting that
Canada is opposed to tampering with NAFTA, which has sent a
chill through the US. The truth is much different and it would be
fantastic if you could do a article about what Canadians really
think about NAFTA and about who the real bad guys are, how
they are getting rich at the expense of our standard of living and
freedoms etc.
Another angle that would be useful to pursue is the connection
between Global Warming and NAFTA. Trading long distance
adds to the GHG problem. Touching on how NAFTA prevents
countries from protecting the environment would be good. The
‘Tar Sands’ in Northern Alberta is an excellent example which is
what is probably causing all the recent uproar over NAFTA
because all that oil is going to the US under a NAFTA agreement.
Another article that would be great to see is a report on where
campaign contributions for the presidential candidates are
coming from—ditto for Canadian candidates
Thanks and keep up your excellent work.
Jim Wight & Sue Hiscocks, Victoria ✐

BOB BURGESS
tel. 250-246-2155
bob@rainwaterconnection.com

www.rainwaterconnection.com
Robert Jackson
250-337-5309
C R A F T

ALUMINUM BOAT BUILDING
www.jaxoncraft.com • Comox, BC

Commercial / Retail

Opportunity
The historic Port Washington General
Store has a new owner and will live
again.

You could be part of its reincarnation.
Tell us about yourself and your business
plan.
Reply to: Port Washington General Store, c/o
1201 Brides Road, Pender Island, BC, V0N 2M1

GULF ISLANDS WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS
Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
• Whole-house Treatment
• Self-cleaning Sediment Filters
• Media Filters
• Ultraviolet Systems

REMOVE:
Iron / Odour / Bacteria / Hardness / Arsenic
320 Mary Street, Victoria

(250) 412-1110

www.watertiger.net
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Voluntary Subscription? Keep
meaning to send it in? Help keep
all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:
• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?

Photo: Helen Elizabeth Schnare, www.henny.ca

As the human world get more and more restricted, it’s a just as well animals can’t read.

• make a conversation topic?

Public inquiry into ship
sinking needed, says NDP

• find you a good buy or service?
If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island
mailbox or if you pick it up from one of our 70 free
boxes located across the Strait of Georgia and from
Victoria to Nanaimo, you can show your support and
appreciation by mailing a voluntary subscription of

($25 + $1.25 gst = $26.25) to:
Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!
And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have given subscriptions. And keep
those lovely letters coming. We paste them
all in our scrapbooks!

THE ART & CRAFT OF SHELTER
AUTHENTIC PRE-CRAFTED HOME PACKAGES...
OF THE UTMOST QUALITY.

Photo: Harrry Burton

The frogs are back in full night-time chorus in ponds. This Pacific
tree frog was snapped in Appleluscious orchard last summer.

Northern hotties and climate
change? ~ Celia Leaman
While scientists from all over the world still ponder the cause of
climate change, a recent leak from a government report (slated
to be published on April 1) states that Canadian middle-aged
women could be a negative factor in global warming. The logic is
that as Canada has an aging population and as more than half of
that population has to be women, the heat rising from these
ladies could be contributing to the polar icecap melt.
The report goes on to suggest that the heat from these middleage hotties could be harnessed and used as an alternative energy
source. Al Gore is being contacted for his opinion on the matter.
Caution is advised, however. One scientist reckons this might be
more risky than having an accident in a nuclear energy plant. The
hotties would have to be handled with extreme care. ✐

1 800 655 5574
WWW.PRECRAFTEDHOMES.COM

Happy 71st Birthday Oma Inge - March 29, 2008

Sean W. Copeland
Financial Planner

Custom Portfolio Designs
RRIF, Pension & RRSP

A Better Way to Build

604-889-5982
scopeland@shaw.ca
www.swcopeland.com

Nickel Bros.

House Moving Ltd.

1-866-606-2237

Are You Tired of the
Austin-Ray 2,000 sq. Ft

High Cost of Building?

Russ Anderson

View over 100 plans at:
www.nelson-homes.com

R. Anderson Technical Services
Duncan, BC
Phone: (250) 720-6000
Fax: (250) 720-2270
e-mail: russanderson@shaw.ca

Ferries have ignored.’
‘The
March
12
Transportation Safety Board
report into the sinking of
Queen of the North points
directly to mismanagement at
the top levels and inadequate
training and staffing levels,’
said New Democrat ferries
critic and North Island MLA
Gary Coons.
‘The public deserves to
know whether our ferries are
safe under the management of
BC Ferry Services,’ said Coons,
‘British
Columbians,
passengers and the families of
the victims are looking to the
Campbell government to
ensure they get the answers
they deserve.’
Coons originally called for
an independent inquiry in
March of 2006, the day Queen
of the North sank. ‘It’s been
two years, and the public still
does not fully know why
Queen of the North sank,’ said
Coons. ✐

CELL PHONES from page 1
‘The fact that Health Canada doesn’t accept this information
doesn’t carry much weight with us, considering their track
record with things such as tobacco,’ says Greenlaw. ‘Health
Canada has lagged way behind in the past, often to the
advantage of big business.’
Health Canada’s public exposure standard for microwave
radiation, Safety Code 6, deals only with thermal effects
(heating) despite the fact that studies since the mid-1990s have
shown non-thermal biological effects. The telecommunications
industry has argued from the start that low power equals no
effect on human health, since cell phones use less than 2 watts to
broadcast signals. According to leading cell phone expert Dr
George Carlo, the issue of power output is irrelevant. Carlo and
other scientists agree it’s the microwave frequency, not the
power that creates biological effects.
New regulations introduced after a four-year review of
Industry Canada policy require telecommunications providers
to consult with local government as to the location of broadcast
towers. Ultimate authority in cases of dispute rests with Industry
Canada, which is responsible for governance of radio
communications facilities.
‘We see this as an opportunity for Industry Canada to be
responsive to local concerns and demonstrate that its new policy
isn’t just window dressing,’ says Greenlaw. ‘We just want them
to respect our wishes to opt out of a technology we see as
potentially harmful to ourselves and our children.’✐

MARCH 21–24, 2008 GRAND OPENING

G A L I A N O GOLF
& C O U N T R Y CLUB
The Funnest & Friendliest
Course in the World!

• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct.
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly (to lock-up stage in 3 - 4 days).
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.

Your Island Representative

The Campbell government
should
establish
an
independent inquiry to fully
investigate the circumstances
that led to the sinking of
Queen of the North, says New
Democrat Leader Carole
James.
‘We need a thorough
inquiry that provides the
public with the answers they
are looking for on this tragic
sinking,’ said James, ‘The
investigation should also
examine the management
structure of BC Ferries and
their failure to address safety
concerns.
‘Gordon Campbell stripped
away public accountability
when he privatized BC
Ferries,’ James said, ‘Now we
need an inquiry to find out
what happened and to get
answers about inadequate
training and staffing, concerns
about equipment, and other
safety issues that the
Campbell government and BC

Try Barging
View our inventory of over 40 buildings

www.nickelbros.com

Challenging 9-hole, 1936 yard course, lush
fairways, manicured greens, and unique sandstone
tee markers which delight golfers of all levels.
Relaxed atmosphere, friendly staff and licensed
restaurant serving light meals.

24 St Andrews Drive

1-877- 909-7888
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Film fans feast

~ Jan Steinman

Several hundred movie fans enjoyed over 60
films during the ‘Our Island, Our World’ film
festival held at Gulf Islands Secondary School
on Salt Spring Island on March 7, 8 and 9.
Based on the perennial theme of ‘justice,’ in
its widest possible meaning, the festival
featured a diverse array of films, from animated
shorts to lifetime biographies, shot in numerous
countries. Many shows had producers,
directors, or other participants introducing the
film and answering questions afterwards.
The biography Pete Seeger: The Power Of
Song was voted the festival’s favourite film,
followed by Saving Luna, the poignant story of
a wild orca who craved human contact, and
Strong Coffee, a tale of the growing movement
supporting coffee produced by female farmers.
New this year was a ‘Social Justice Bazaar,’
where film fans could view information from

local non-profit organizations and purchase
local and fair-trade goods and light food and
drink. The Gulf Islands Secondary School
culinary classes prepared lunch from local,
organic sources.
Unique among film festivals for its fee
policy, admission to the festival was by
voluntary donation, making the festival
accessible to all members of the community,
regardless of their economic situation.
Film patron donations and proceeds from a
monthly ‘Film Festival Café’ helped fund a film
workshop scholarship for a secondary school
student in partnership with the Gulf Islands
Film and Television School. Monthly showings
will resume in October.
For more information, visit the film festival’s
website at: www.SaltSpringMediaGroup.com . ✐

RAPT AUDIENCE AT SALT SPRING FILM FESTIVAL

School District #64 (Gulf Islands)
March 13, 2008

Re: Consideration of Local School Calendar Option for 2008/2009
On October 10, 2007 the Board of Education passed the original motion, the
context of which is stated below. At the March 12, 2008 Board meeting, the
Board of Education revised the date and the motion was passed as follows:
Photo: Patrick Brown

Following the Salt Spring example. Pictured above is the bus to be used for the new Seturna Island
Transit Service (SITS). A inaugural run is planned, from East Point to the new banana plantation at
Boot Cove (planted in anticipation of climate change), on the morning of Tuesday, April 1st.

Sewage far from the end of the line
Environmental groups, pleased with the BC
government’s budet commitment to fund
sewage treatment plans for Victoria’s Capital
Regional District, are calling on the premier to
go one step further and ensure his upcoming
plan for climate change includes innovative
investments in the recovery of heat and energy
(resource recovery) from liquid and organic
solid waste.
In a December 2007 letter approving the
CRD’s amendment of its Liquid Waste
Management
Plan,
Minister
Penner
encouraged authorities to go this step further in
their efforts to implement integrated resource
recovery. Environmental groups would like to
see this put into action by government
investment, province-wide.
‘We can do this,’ said Christianne
Wilhelmson, Clean Air and Water Program
Coordinator for Georgia Strait Alliance. ‘By
making resource recovery from sewage and
organic solid waste a cornerstone of his
upcoming climate change plan, Premier
Campbell would demonstrate the same
leadership as his Minister.’

The groups note that that a growing number
of cities are demonstrating the benefits of such
sewage resource recovery,’ which can
contribute greatly to the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions. For example:
Sequim, Washington State recovers water from
its sewage that meets reclaimed water
standards; an Edmonton treatment plant
provides 1 million litres/day of water to a
nearby oil refinery; and Stockholm, Sweden,
heats 80,000 homes with heat reclaimed from
sewage.
In the recent provincial budget, $9 million
over three years was committed to assist the
Capital Regional District in planning for
treatment and procuring wastewater treatment
facilities.The new money will be used for
continue development of the CRD’s plan for
treatment, including the creation of a business
plan and siting of potential treatment plants.
For years, the CRD has been releasing
untreated sewage directly into the Strait of Juan
de Fuca resulting in the contamination of the
seabed around the two outfalls. ✐

“To give ample time for public input and discussion, be it resolved that the
Board of Trustees will consult with the community in accordance with the
School Act and the School Calendar Regulation to seek input and feedback
regarding the proposed Local School Calendar. Written submissions may be
made to the Board throughout the school year until April 23, 2008.
Additionally, time will be allotted for public input on each island community
immediately following the Regular Public Board meeting held on each island.
Proper notice will be given in each community as to the time and date of
these meetings.”
Further opportunities to provide feedback include:
•

Email through www.sd64.bc.ca - click on ‘Four Day Input Form’;

•

Individual written submissions addressed to the Board of Education,
through Dawne Fennell, Executive Assistant;

•

Public Meeting of the Board of Education – April 9, 2008 at Gulf
Islands Secondary School at 1:00 p.m.

•

Special Meeting of the Board of Education – April 23, 2008 at the
School Board Office at 1:00 p.m. At this meeting the Board will make a
decision on whether or not to adopt the local school calendar for
2008/2009.

To view the draft calendar to be considered for approval and a draft of the
Preliminary Financial Projections for 2008/2009, please refer to
http://www.sd64.bc.ca/fourday.html. Copies of these documents will also be
available at each school.

Yard Work ~ Brian Crumblehulme
here is a well-known feminist theory that
ascribes the creation of civilization to
women and it goes like this. In Neolithic
times when hunter-gatherers roamed the earth,
it was primarily the men that did the hunting
(not the current imperialist ones) while
gathering was delegated to the softer sex.
Women it was, then, who developed arcane
knowledge of plants and herbs—where they
grew and how to store them.
It did not take long (relatively speaking) for
a few women with savvy to discover that a few
spilled seeds from last year’s harvest would
germinate and develop into this year’s potential
supply. A handful of spilled mustard seeds
would identify a location to return to next year,
men willing. Over the course of a few
generations, the land began to acquire a new
meaning. Not only was it viewed as a place
where caribou cross the river, or trees grew, the
land was identified as familiar, safe and with a
renewable source of useful plants.
Horticulture was born; and so began the
tension between the nomadic aspirations of the
hunter-robbers, and the settlement aspirations

T

of the gatherer-controllers.
Horticulture implies a nurturing of the land
and plants. It is a civilising tendency to control
and advance one crop of selected plants,
carrots, against another crop of less useful
plants, thistles. In the wild thistles are more
abundant; in a garden, it is the carrots that are
dominant thanks to the intervention of the
sowing, weeding and watering hand.
Horticulture has long been recognised as the
ground of civilisations. Horticulture begets
abundance and security with the corollary of
spare time to whittle, sing, dance, create
theologies, and to think. ‘Think’ is a metaphor
created by the Greeks that means to organise
one’s vineyard. Perhaps gardeners are perforce
also thinkers and philosophers; Voltaire
certainly thought so.
Gardening therefore implies a cleaning,
sorting, organising, planting and watering of
one’s yard. Next time you pull a few weeds, cut
the grass or turn on the sprinkler, you are
participating and perpetuating the oldest
civilising force on earth. ✐

We Deliver Peace of Mind
Manufacturing Quality Log Homes

Call now... we’ll build your dream!
Toll free: 1.866.462.9608

14093-256th St.
Maple Ridge, BC, V4R 1C9
Email: info@calicologhomes.com

We continue to add to our Archives—visit often to get the news and
background to current hot topics. PDF articles are
easy to read and email to friends and colleagues.

www.islandtides.com
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New ships in service
BC Ferries’ newest vessel, Coastal Renaissance, is in service
from Departure Bay to Horseshoe Bay. Coastal Renaissance
scheduled sailing times leave Departure Bay at 6:30am,
10:30am, 3pm and 7pm. She leaves Horseshoe Bay at 8:30am,
12:30pm and 5pm.
Coastal Renaissance is the first of three new Coastal Class
vessels coming into service. Coastal Inspiration, which is
currently awaiting passage through the Panama Canal, will
commence service on the Duke Point–Tsawwassen route before
the summer. Coastal Celebration will join the BC Ferries fleet in
the fall and will sail between Swartz Bay and Tsawwassen. ✐

An intelligent way to get a mortgage.
Lower than posted bank rates
Gulf Island Financing
Self-employed

Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank
Wild Spring
The grass is growing steadily and lushly at the Saturna
graveyard. The first ant sashayed across my floor on a recent
sunny afternoon. What I am missing are the bumblebees. I have
never before had crocus blooming without bumblebees lurching
around coated in yellow pollen. My hope is that I haven’t been in
the right patch of sun at the right time.
Campbell’s lambing flock is going reasonably well—seven
sets of triplets. Triplets often need milk supplementation so
Campbells are having to buy lots of milk. Jim Campbell said the
funniest occurrence was that late one evening a ewe gave birth to
a nice big, solid single lamb—very commendable. The next
morning it became apparent that she wasn’t finished with just
that accomplishment—she had delivered a lively set of twins to
join the single!
The eagles are back at our pond and I hope they reactivate the
nest they used two years ago.
There is a raven couple hanging around. It has been about
four years since we had a pair raise babies. Despite all the horrid
squawking from the starving nestlings at 4am, I have missed
seeing the parents going on feeding forays and teaching the
young to fly.

Early Local Food

(may not have to prove income to qualify)

Sandy Noble

First-time buyers
Debt consolidation
No fee for consultant services

Mortgage Consultant

Thinking about buying… Find out what you can qualify for!

Phone: 604.825.0081 • Email: noble.s@shaw.ca
www.migroup.ca/sandynoble

• RV Hauling
• Boat Transportation
• Farm & Industrial
Equipment & Supplies
Delivery

604-218-0464
www.jt-hotshotting.com

Nettles are back on our plates for spring greens and the garden
has lots of salad makings to offer. I saved a whole bunch of edible
pod peas from the fall and I am seeding some of them for
planting and lots for eating as sprouts. Having our new group
Saturna Square Eats on the Island is inspiring for sharing
knowledge and gardening experiences.

Recycling Buildings
Saturna Islanders had a fun invitation in March. Patti Fraba and
Brian Haley’s new home is completed and they said, ‘As a
condition of our building permit, our two cabins must come
down. Before they do we invite all interested parties to salvage
any useful materials and/or contents—if you want it, you take it.’
Patti and Brian are following an old Island tradition. Milled
lumber and house fixtures were regularly recycled into new
homes or outbuildings. One of the first things I heard when I
came to Saturna was that the old school house on Narvaez Bay
Road became part of Parky Joudry’s house in Lyall Harbour and
part of Dora and Jim Carney’s Little Cove house.
I didn’t understand this concept at the time as I was from
California where there were few old houses and tracts of housing
(‘little boxes, little boxes and they’re all made of ticky-tacky’)
were going up everywhere and had been since the end of World
War II. Nowadays I do get it and so did my neighbours!
Patti said that all the plumbing, siding, doors, eight-paned
windows, and panelling went to other Island homes in a flash
and they couldn’t have been more delighted!
According to Jim and Lorraine Campbell (after some lively
brain searching and discussion between them!), the older cabin

Increase your wealth,
not your worries.
3.25%
1 YEAR

CASHABLE AFTER 90 DAYS
TERM DEPOSIT*

3.50%
1 YEAR

CONVERTIBLE ANYTIME
TERM DEPOSIT*

4.00%
3 YEAR

CONVERTIBLE ANYTIME
TERM DEPOSIT*

Why put your money in investments that give you nothing but worry? Instead, invest in
these and other great term deposits† from Island Savings and enjoy choice, ﬂexibility
and, most of all, security*.
With Island Savings, you’ll also enjoy the satisfaction of knowing you’re supporting
your community through ﬁnancing for local businesses and projects – something else
that can help you sleep better. So call or visit us today to check out these great limitedtime term deposits. And see why we say, it’s good to be here.

was built by Doc Hallows and upgraded by Tom Brown’s
brother-in-law (Tom Brown ran Jackson’s Store at the dock).
Palmetier was the brother-in-law’s last name. Palmetier worked
for Jim Money at the sawmill in Boot Cove.
One of the cabins started as a garage and Jeannie Greer (Le
Dain) upgraded it to a sort of guest house. Brian Haley recounts
that John Money told him that the cedar siding came from a
young lad who found a big cedar log floating in Breezy Bay, and
had to deal with a log salvager but eventually won through and
got the cedar log into Boot Cove and milled at Jim Money’s
sawmill. The clear, beautiful cedar that Chuck Crowley salvaged
last week is part of that story. About 15 to 20 people came by the
cabins over 10 days. Salvaged by Ian Warren, the front door and
some windows will go into the pub and the doorknob went to a
‘new-to-Saturna’ young couple, Anatole and Tina. Both the cabin
and the garage\cabin were probably built around 1945-46.

Easter Weekend
The Saturna Women’s Service Club Annual Easter Bake Sale and
Tea will be held on Easter Saturday. This event has been going
on since about 1949—and it is one of my favourites. I love the
anticipation, the diving in after your favourite cake—will you
scoop it or will it all be gone! Then the cake walk with the oompa-pa music and the little faces and the winner’s choice among
an extravaganza of Saturna-baked cakes decorated as rabbits
with carrots and baskets. And then the lovely tea. There you sit
gabbing and visiting with real flowered tablecloths and
Lorraine’s marvellous Welsh cakes and other cookies. There is a
plant table with local sure-fire potted perennials—but not the
usual snowdrop bulbs, apparently the supply of snowdrops is
running short.
In the evening will be the Lions Easter Prawn Fest and Dance
at the rec centre.
Sunday features the Annual Sam Nelson March Hare Easter
Egg Hunt at Winter Cove. Bring the kids—everyone welcome—
and goodies to share.

Ecological School News
You will be seeing lots of schoolkids around for the next two
weeks. Our kids have from Good Friday until April 6 out of
school! Right now, our little kids are taking swimming lessons in
Saanich and they will also have a field trip to the Ecological
Centre in Sidney and the Heritage Farm Society that borders the
Tsawout First Nations Reserve just outside Sidney.
The high schoolers went to Stanley Park on March 11 and 12;
they are taking a tourism course and had researched some facets
of Stanley Park from a tourism perspective. They also spent time
at UBC in the Student Union Building and had a splendid lunch
at one of the student residences where Saturna principal Steve
Dunsmuir’s brother is the chef. They also saw a 3-D Imax
presentation on whales and porpoises and went to Granville
Island and spent time with student Chlorisa’s brother who is a
student at the Emily Carr Institute! After the two days the kids
and teacher were content to lie on the floor and tables as the
ferries brought them home!
On May 5 and 6 a film crew from the University of
Saskatchewan and the John Abbott Canadian Learning Council
will film the kids at Saturna Ecological Education Centre. The
project is to film schools around the world that are using the
principles espoused by renowned Canadian educator, John
Abbott. John Abbott was at a world educational conference that
three of our high school students made a presentation to last
fall—he then visited Saturna School.
On April 10 our Saturna Ecological Education Centre will
host their first group this spring, a brownie troop from
Vancouver. Other groups booked are Phoenix High School from
Salt Spring, and Spring Leaves Family Learning group from
Pender.

Projects & Events
The Saturna Women’s Service Club Community Dinner was its
usual sell out success—lots of good food, lots of visiting. The
Women’s Club provides an opportunty for the community to
come together to eat Saturna-style!
This year, the art project fundraiser, in conjunction with the
Saturna Arts and Concert Society, will be featuring the raven.
Anyone interested in helping with the project please contact
Jack Campbell. Last year’s very successful project featured
salmon paintings by the schoolchildren and Island artists which
were auctioned at the Saturna Lamb BBQ.
SATURNA, please turn to page 11

We offer

visitors a

better deal!
Our quality accommodation includes:
indoor pool, sauna,
free parking, in-room coffee,
a convenient location
and a warm welcome.
Stay with us.

49
39

$

from
*Each ‘Separate Deposit’ as deﬁned by Regulations is guaranteed up to $100,000 by the Credit Union Insurance Corporation.
Interest rates subject to change without notice. †All term deposits shown here are RRSP-eligible.
BRENTWOOD 544-4041 CEDAR 722-7073 CHEMAINUS 246-3273

DOUGLAS & BROUGHTON 385-4728 DUNCAN 746-4171

LADYSMITH 245-0456 LAKE COWICHAN 749-6631 MAYFAIR MALL 385-4476 MILL BAY 743-5534 SALT SPRING 537-5587
SHAWNIGAN 743-5395

WEST SHORE 474-7262

WOODGROVE CENTRE 390-7070

www.ISCU.com

*

3110 DOUGLAS ST. VICTORIA, BC V8Z 3K4
across from Mayfair Shopping Centre,

1-800-997-6797
www.blueridgeinn.ca
* Single* Single
occupancy.
Subject to availability. Valid to March 31, 2008.
occupancy. Subject to availability. Valid to March 31, 2003
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Rural rejuvenation: tips from Australia
and Scotland
One of Australia’s leading experts in rural development
says his country is learning some important lessons as
it grapples with the same issues of economic and
population decline that are affecting many rural
communities in Canada. Peter Kenyon, a director of
the Centre for Small Town Development, was testifying
before a Canadian senate inquiry into rural poverty and
rural decline. He said, from his experience in Australia,
the keys to rural rejuvenation include the following:
People must accept that some of the old economic
engines have run out of steam. For many towns and
villages, ‘the future ain’t what it used to be,’ he said.
Those communities must reinvent themselves.
Residents must take the lead in building their
community’s future. ‘Stop waiting for the cavalry to
arrive,’ he advised.
Be creative and aggressive in the pursuit of
economic diversification, and work hard to attract
people in the 25- to 35-year-old age group. That’s when
people buy houses, and start families and businesses,
he said.
Develop entrepreneurship and leadership skills
within the community, beginning with students in
primary and secondary school.
Kenyon was appearing by video link from Perth,
Australia, before the Senate Agriculture and Forestry
Committee, which is preparing a major report on rural

poverty and rural decline in Canada.

‘Spectacular’ Results Possible
The Senate Agriculture and Forestry Committee has
also been advised to avoid the ‘classic policy failures’ of
the past and to embrace a new approach to rural
development which has achieved ‘spectacular’ results
in countries such as Scotland. The advice came from
experts with the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD).
The head of the organization’s rural development
unit, Nicola Crosta, said there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’
answer to rural development, but there are lessons to
be learned from success stories in other countries.
Crosta was another witness appearing before the
committee, which is preparing a major report.
Lesson number one, says Crosta, is that rural
development is not necessarily synonymous with
agricultural development. Number two, it is better to
invest in a region’s strengths rather than provide
compensation for its weaknesses. And number three,
strategic investments are generally preferable to broad
subsidies.
Crosta said a ‘spectacular example’ of rural
rejuvenation can be found in the Highlands and islands
of Scotland. Once economic laggards, those areas ‘now
are thriving and have become sources of national
growth and national development,’ he said. ✐

FERRY FARE PROTEST from p age 2
Hartman, Kerry Sorrenti, and Jean McLaren designed and conducted the
Gabriola survey which began just after the last ferry fare increase in 2007. Sixhundred-and-fifty people were interviewed. The questions and responses were as
follows:
1. How often do you use the ferry?
Daily: 18.33%. Weekly 74:%. Monthly or less: 7.8%.
2. Are you able to afford commuter tickets?
Yes: 62.65%. Yes and no: 7.25%. No: 30.09%.
3. Are you in favour of a return to government subsidized ferry service?
Yes: 97.53%. Don’t know: 0.76%. No: 1.69%.
4. Are rising ferry fares affecting your ability to live on Gabriola?
Yes: 74.87%. Yes and no: 3.9%. No: 21.5%.
5. What do you think of the ferry fare increases?
Majority state: ‘The ferry is our highway.’ ‘The ferry should be part of the
highway system.’ ‘Ferry users are cutting back on their trips to Nanaimo.’
‘Unfair.’ ‘Why are we now lesser than other BC residents?’ ‘Privatization is
irresponsible.’

User Pay Is Not The Way
When reached for comment, Gabriola Islands Trustee Sheila Malcolmson, who
participated in the march, said, ‘I thought the event was very well-organized, and
the participants were constructive and respectful.
We get great service from our ferry crews, but the province really needs to
support them, and to support this leg of our provincial transportation system.
‘User Pay’ is not the principle for highways or any other form of public transit;
we’re all willing to pay our fair share, and the province should be paying its share
too.’
Protest Organiser Veronica Hartman sees this as the beginning of a campaign
to get the Campbell government to reconsider the privatization of BC Ferries. It
appears others agree; as participants made their way to their cars after the march,
one suggested that everyone who attended this event should make a point of
‘bringing at least one other person with them to the next demonstration.’ ✐

2007 Tax Savings for Active
Alyssa’s parents
save on taxes with
her ballet lessons

Children

Omar’s parents

save on taxes

with his baseball
registration costs

Nathan’s parents

save on taxes
with his karate
training costs

Jessica’s parents

save on taxes

with her hockey
registration costs

Families with active kids beneﬁt from the

Children’s Fitness Amount

With the Children’s Fitness Amount, parents can claim up to $500 per child for registration in certain physical activity programs.
Find out more information about the Children’s Fitness Amount or other tax savings programs and how they beneﬁt you by visiting:

canada.gc.ca/taxinfo
or call 1-800-959-8281 TTY: 1-800-665-0354

Physical Activity – It’s for Life!
Relatives far away? They can keep up with the Islands by reading
the full copy of Island Tides on the Internet - www.islandtides.com

It’s like they are still visiting!

www.islandtides.com
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Water workshop on-stream for
fourth year

Southern Gulf Islands
Ferry Advisory Committee Meeting
Monday, April 7
10:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Mary Winspear Centre
Sidney
Members of the public are invited to attend the
Southern Gulf Islands’ Ferry Advisory Committee meeting.
If you have any questions or concerns you wish to raise with the
Committee or with BC Ferries, please contact the chair of the
Ferry Advisory Committee in advance of the meeting.
Dave Dryer, Chair
Southern Gulf Islands Ferry Advisory Committee
250-629-3353 or innonpender@shaw.ca
Cheri Maisonneuve, BC Ferries
Manager, Sales & Community Relations
250-978-1398 or cheri.maisonneuve@bcferries.com
Minutes of the Committee meetings are available on the BC Ferries website:
www.bcferries.com/about/public_consult/bcf_facs/

(ECSTASY)

Once again Mayne Islands Integrated
Water Systems Society is offering its
annual water workshop. The annual
workshop, which is a team effort, was
the brainchild of MIIWSS chair Mary
Cooper. This unique day offers an
outstanding venue to get water-wise.
MIIWSS has declared this year ‘Year of
the Aquifer’.
Speakers will address issues as
diverse as: saltwater intrusion,
pharmaceuticals in groundwater,
xeriscape gardening (tour the planting
at the health centre), arsenic in wells,
and rainwater collection.
Exhibitor will include MB Labs
(discount on water testing, samples
collected), Sustainable Solutions
International (water conservation
products, low flush, prototype grey-

water reuse etc), Mary Johnston
(stainless steel water bottles), E.D.S.
Pumps (arsenic treatment), Premier
Plastics (discount on water tanks),
Watertiger (filtration units & water
treatment equipment), Osborne
Electro-Mechanical (pumps, repairs
and advice), Corix Water Products
(backflow preventers, meters, piping &
plumbing supplies).
The April 26 event will be held at
Mayne Island School. Participants are
come from as far away as the
American San Juan Islands. Advanced
registration is necessary; for
registration forms and information
visit mayneisland.com/water. For
advice on overnight accommodation ,
email water@gulfislands.com. ✐

CREEKSIDE from page 1
TLC is proud to be able to assist and to add this special place to our family of
projects.’
Since summer 2007, TLC has worked behind the scenes as a mediator to
negotiate the deal, confirmed an extension, organized a special fundraising
dinner, and tracked down significant donors to aid in the campaign.
The subjects on the purchase agreement were removed on February 29, and
TLC is in the process of calling in pledges from across Canada, Europe and the
United States. Funds are still required to complete the protection of this special
place. Donations can be made by calling 1-877-485-2422.
‘The purchase of the Creekside Rainforest property by the people of Salt
Spring Island and their friends is a triumph of local initiative and the power of
partnerships,’ says Iona Campagnolo, TLC honourary president and former
Lieutenant Governor of BC. ‘TLC is proud to be associated with such a dedicated
group whose hard work has secured this precious natural site for all time.’
Other partners involved in saving the Creekside Rainforest include the Salt
Spring Island Conservancy, the Islands Trust Fund and the Nature Trust of BC.
One particular contributor only wanting to be known as ‘A Salt Spring
Granny’ has put out a last minute challenge: ‘Recently one of my grandchildren
went on a school trip from Salt Spring Centre School to the Creekside Rainforest.
In the winter they take care of the wild salmon fry in tanks in their classrooms.
They watch them grow and on Earth Day each year they release them into the
creek below the school. The little salmon make their way to Cusheon Lake and
then down to the Creekside Creek and into the sea.
‘I heard of the volunteer efforts to raise the money to buy the property and I
am now offering a challenge grant to help complete the effort. Each dollar raised
is matched by one from me. My grant is in honour of all the children, parents,
grandparents and teachers on Salt Spring Island!’
TLC is a registered charity and land trust protecting natural areas and cultural
landmarks in BC. Since 1997, TLC has protected over 120,000 acres of sensitive
and threatened lands around BC, involving more than 300 projects. TLC has
grown to include over 7,000 members, and is now part of an international
network of National Trusts with over 7 million members. ✐

YOUR KIDS ARE
STARTING TO LEARN
A NEW LANGUAGE.

(MARIJUANA)

The drug world is targeting
your child.
In our communities, cheap and addictive drugs are being
peddled to our kids. Drugs with names that disguise the
damage they can do – everything from poor performance
at school to memory loss, paranoia and addiction.

What can parents do?
(HALLUCINOGENIC
MUSHROOMS)

Plenty! Because, believe it or not, most young teens
consider their parents to be credible sources of
information about illegal drugs.
Learn the drug language, before your kids do.

(COCAINE)

For a free booklet with tips on how to talk with
your kids about the dangers of drugs call

1 800 O-Canada or visit

drugprevention.gc.ca
for more information.

Government Gouvernement
du Canada
of Canada

(METHAMPHETAMINE)

(HALLUCINOGENIC
MUSHROOMS WITH ECSTASY)
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GSA Auto Rentals
Monthly Rentals
from $550
Mention this ad & get
10% off first month’s
rental.

ISLAND
EXPLORER
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

Rent or Lease

LTD.

House & Cottage Rentals

We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

655-5038
1-800-809-0788
GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

• AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS

• 4-WHEEL DRIVE SPECIALIST
• DIFFERENTIALS • CLUTCHES
• NAT’L WARRANTY • COURTESY CARS

CUSTOMER PICK-UP &
DELIVERY TO FERRY TERMINAL

PENDER LONG TERM: Beautiful
executive island home sits on a
large lot with ocean views,
cathedral ceilings, wide 2-sided
deck, two fireplaces plus wood
stove, two bedrooms plus den/
office, two bathrooms, upper
level has very large master
bedroom with private deck,
jacuzzi tub and ensuite, washer/
dryer and all appliances, finished
basement level, June 1st–$1500.
This home sits on a very large
private lot with glimpses of the
ocean through the evergreens,
two bedrooms + den/office, large
open concept kitchen/ dining
area/ living room, washer/ dryer;
wide front deck, finished family
room on lower level, April
1st–$1100.

TRANSMISSION SERVICE

Licensed Property Management
on the Gulf Islands since 1994.

only

39
for cars

$

.95
*

PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

(call for pricing
on trucks and
motor homes)

1-800-774-1417

* Parts, ECO fees and
taxes extra

email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

1-877-655-3707

www.island-explorer.com/pender

Local: 655-3707

#3 - 2051 MALAVIEW
(ACROSS FROM SLEGGS)

GALLERIES

Gulf Islands
Victoria • Sooke
Sidney • Duncan

STOFER

1-250-744-6842

ART

FREE
SCRAP CAR
REMOVAL

GALLERY
5305 East Road
Denman Island
www.stofergallery.com
stofer@telus.net
250-335-3246
Visa/MC

ALLIANCE DRILLING

UGLY CRAWLSPACE?
Smelly? Mouldy? Cold
Floors? No Insulation?

Call Today

1-877-379-2768

• Residential and
commercial well drilling
• Well pump and water
treatment systems
• BC Licenced Driller
since 1994
• FREE on-site consultation
• Hydro fracturing to
improve low yield wells
1 866 834 1600 / 250 391 6107
www.alliancedrilling.ca

www.islandbasementsystems.ca

PROPANE
Renovation
Sale!
F R O M THE T A N K
TO THE
APPLIANCE
& EVERYTHING IN
BETWEEN

Specializing in…
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks Garage Decks
and Roofdecks
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

  or
    

Servicing the Gulf Islands

COMPLETE WATER
WELL SERVICES

V i s i t U s At
WWW.PROPANEWEST.CA

GETAWAYS
MAUI
Vacation Condos
1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

FOR SALE
1996 Yamaha Virago 750cc,
15,300kms, lady-ridden, excellent
condition–$4,200. Dog/utility trailer
for motorbike–$425. Church pew, 91/2ft long, solid fir, green cushion,
good condition–$300. 250-629-3055
OdorBeGone septic vent air cleaner.
Removes sewer gas coming from
vent stack. Filter lasts 4-5 years,
Canadian company. $79 includes
taxes. www.odorbegone.ca 250-3732272.

REAL ESTATE
Mayne Island. Come and see our
Village Bay home at 356 Wooddale
Drive. Easy walk from ferry. Open for
viewing March 21 and 22. Call Reg
604-325-2540 or Keith 604-462-7114,
or maynemoments@shaw.ca

KLYNE
CONSTRUCTION
CONSULTING

1-888-754-5054

Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198
• Torch-On Roofing
• Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
• Custom Flashing
• Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
• 6” Water Collection Gutters

1-877-652-0599

Al Klyne 250-539-9887

Member: Better Business Bureau,
Roofing Contractors Assoc of B.C.

alanklyne@telus.net

www.flynn.ca

MARINE
WATER TAXI
Serving All The
Southern
Gulf Islands

Docside Charters

250-217-4488

Ltd.

250-381-2157

Protecting Your
Investment
• Pre-construction planning,
budgets, contracts, site
reviews, project management
• HPO owner-builder
consulting
• Hourly or package pricing
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QUEEN OF THE NORTH from page 2
these were not available (as they would have
been with a Voyage Data Recorder). This type
of formal discipline, similar to that employed
both in naval vessels and on aircraft, is
traditional in the command of ships because
clarity is essential in situations where the
consequences of error are potentially
disastrous; thus the TSB’s serious criticism that
the ‘working environment’ on the bridge was
‘less than formal’. Again, the TSB’s wording is
cautious in the extreme.

Navigational Equipment on
the Bridge
Safety in the operation of any vessel is best
achieved through an effective combination of
trained personnel and appropriate technology.
The TSB had severe reservations about the
navigational equipment on the bridge.
The Electronic Charting System (ECS),
which would normally display the waters,
islands, and navigational hazards in the area,
plus the actual position and course of the vessel,
had a monitor (CRT or TV) which was so bright
that it interfered with the bridge team’s night
vision. As a result, it had been dimmed by the
crew to the point that it could not be read. Its
cross-track alarm, which would have alerted
the crew to the fact that the ship was off course,
was turned off (by whom it is not clear). Its
navigation-danger alarm, which would have
alerted the crew to the increasing proximity of
Gil Island, was not operational because the
electronic chart in use did not support the
software to operate it.
Alarms available with other navigational
equipment, such as radars, ‘were not set up or
enabled’. (It is almost as if such technological
safeguards had been deliberately neglected.)
Clearly, the use of available technology to
detect human error was not felt important by the
officers and crew of the vessel, or management

for that matter. Despite this, the bridge team did
not, according to the Report, carry out normal
manual navigational checks, such as plotting the
course, speed, and location of the vessel, and
identifying fixed navigational aids.

Switching from Automatic
to Manual Steering
One further piece of equipment was relevant to
the accident: the switching system that altered
control between the autopilot (which ensured
the vessel continued in a straight line on
whatever course was set) and manual steering.
This had been altered during a refit
immediately prior to the fatal voyage. Prior to
refit, the change from automatic to manual
could be accomplished with a single switch
located at the aft steering station. After the refit,
the change required operation of two switches,
one at each steering station. The Quartermaster
on duty was unfamiliar with this procedure and
this led to a problem with the changeover when
the trees on Gil Island came into view.
As proof of the confusion, the Report says:
‘various B-Watch deck crew (who normally
took turns steering the ship) provided
investigators with four different explanations as
to the interaction between the forward and aft
steering station switches and which specific
functions were available at various switch
settings.’
It is hard to imagine a more damning
indictment of the inadequacies of training and
staffing tolerated by BC Ferries management.

BC Ferries’ Response
A recent press release from BC Ferries lists a
number of actions taken since the March 2006
sinking of Queen of the North. These include a
comprehensive safety review carried out by
former BC Auditor General George Morfitt
(which found many of the same inadequacies in
training and procedures as identified by the
TSB). Major training programs have been

instituted and partially carried out: Voyage
Data Recorders are being installed throughout
the fleet, new alcohol and drug policies have
been implemented, new sign-off procedures
have been implemented to confirm that
navigational watch officers are familiar with
new equipment, four new Safety Officer
positions have been introduced, new
procedures to ensure watertight doors are
always closed at sea.
In addition, on northern routes, two more
navigational officers have been added to each
watch, and a new check-in policy has been
implemented which enables complete
passenger manifests to be kept.
The press release says, ‘Customer and
employee safety is the number one priority of
BC Ferries.’
CEO David Hahn has since suggested that
SATURNA from page 8
On April 8 and 9, Don Lowen who, with
Women of the Salmon from Salt Spring and has
worked extensively with the Saturna Salmon
Enhancement Project is giving a workshop
There are three spots remianing for community
members, cost is $50.
May 7, 8 and 9 there will be a shorekeepers
workshop sponsored by the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans. One of our local beaches
with a diverse range of habitats—sandy, cobble,
rocky shoreline—will be chosen to establish
baseline populations. People who choose to
attend will be asked to make a commitment to
visit the area once a year to update data. There
is no charge for this workshops, please contact
Steve Dunsmuir for information.

Community Club
The fourth quarterly meeting of the Saturna
Community Club was packed. Islanders came
together to deal with a whole host of Island
items: foghorn building, health committee,

deck officers should all be made ‘exempt’
personnel; that is, transferred from union
membership to management. No explanation
has been offered as to how this would ameliorate
the deficiencies identified by the TSB.

What’s Next
A number of individuals have indicated their
intention to sue in civil court to recover
damages resulting from the sinking of Queen of
the North. It has been claimed in the press that
such lawsuits would not only enable the public
to determine in more detail what transpired on
the bridge during that last fourteen minutes,
but also enable possible criminal responsibility
to be determined. The TSB Final Report makes
it clear that all levels of BC Ferries’
management share the responsibility for the
sinking. ✐

Lamb BBQ report, hall maintenance, hall
heritage status.
One item has sparked lots of interest;
whether the yet-to-be-built ambulance building
and the yet-to-be-built firehall could be located
in a single building. The Saturna Health
Committee has done several years of planning
and fundraising and is well into their project
and the Fire Protection Society has just settled
on where they want to build a new fire hall.
‘In the interests of cost-effectiveness and
simplification’ is how Kevin O’Hara termed his
motion. Kevin is both a firefighter and
ambulance attendant. With the rec centre as an
example fresh in Islanders’ minds, of how you
can get capital funds to build a building and of
how coming up with the funds for on-going
maintenance can seriously deplete a
community, the issue of keeping costs to a
minimum is something everyone was ready to
talk about. ✐
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Black History month—more than a history lesson on Gabriola ~ Ken Capon
abriola Island had a treat Friday, February 22 at HavenBy-The-Sea. After performing for the kids at the
elementary school, Leon Bibb and Lisa Maxx with a hotshot rhythm section, led by Bill Sample (piano) with David
Sinclair (guitar) and Rene Worst (bass), took to the stage at ‘The
Haven,’ thrilling a capacity crowd.
This is the first in a ‘Island-hopping’ tour that Lisa and Leon
are planning, so keep a look out for a concert on your Island—or
organize one—go to www.lisamaxx.com.
Leon is well known to Islanders and at this show, in the
context of BC Black History Month, he moved into areas we
hadn’t seen before. He spoke eloquently of the roots of spirituals
and gospel songs and gave us an experience of the true depth of
the music. Leon is a powerful proponent for the black history
movement and speaks as a polished performer and gentleman
with a great wealth of experience.
Lisa Maxx easily balanced the performance with heartfelt and
insightful songs that were mostly original compositions. Lisa
won the audience with her warm, intimate and very genuine
presence. She’s an Islander and hails from Salt Spring.
Lisa and Leon brought a lot of heart to the Phoenix
Auditorium. From the delicacy of Lisa’s song for her
grandmother to Leon’s raw power in Paul Robeson’s Old Man
River, their personal journeys became our universal journeys.
There was such range in their music; thrilling, tender,
passionate and compassionate, technical mastery and a sort of
innocence. It was the sort of concert that invites you into your
better self.
Louise Amuir said that while she was standing beside Steve
Elder—doing his usual masterful job as sound man,—they just
turned to each other and grinned.
Next up on the Black History Month Festival, hosted by the
Gabriola Commons, was Eric Dozier and the One Human
Family Gospel Choir. This group lifted the roof of the Phoenix
Auditorium!
Eric Dozier is a passionate and masterful choir leader with a
rich pedigree, at one time he was musical director and arranger
for the Harlem Gospel Choir. He combines a wonderful balance
of great musicianship, warm humanity and a keen sense of how
to make things work. Eric led a morning workshop in which
participants quickly gained a personal experience of that gospel
feeling, to the point where they were able to take part in the
evening’s performance.

G

LEON, ERIC & LISA AT ‘THE HAVEN’
Dozier’s passion and eloquence about the origins of spirituals
and gospel songs comes from a deep connection to the music
and its history. He attended Duke University majoring in Public
Policy Studies with an emphasis on youth, race, poverty, and
education. He brings a high degree of dignity and clarity to the
issues of racial justice and respect.
When Dozier was speaking about the song John Brown’s
Body, Eric Boulton reminded us that John Brown, the famous
freedom fighter on the underground railway who chose to be
martyred for the cause of ending slavery (a move that influenced
Abraham Lincoln) was the great, great, great, greatgrandfather
of an originator of Gabriola Commons, Heide Brown.

More BC History

Making history—
Krawczyk
honoured
Monika Sheardown
Paradoxically, while one arm of the BC government jails her, another honours Betty
Krawczyk as ‘one of the 150 people who have shaped BC’s story.’ On March 12, Betty was
among those honoured at the Gala Première of ‘Free Sprit,’ a major new exhibition at the
the Royal BC Museum in celebration of British Columbia’s 150th anniversary and about
the 150 people who have shaped BC’s story.
Krawczyk (78) also attended the opening day of the exhibit in Victoria on March 13 . She
is shown (right) standing in front of her own image at the exhibition which runs until
January 11 next year. Betty Krawczyk will be standing for Mayor of Vancouver.

Here are some of the less remembered lyrics of the song:
‘John Brown’s body lies a-mold’ring in the grave
His soul goes marching on
Glory, Glory! Hallelujah!
He captured Harper’s Ferry with his nineteen men so true
He frightened old Virginia till she trembled through and through
They hung him for a traitor, themselves the traitor crew
His soul is marching on.’

More good news for Gabriola, Eric Dozier and the choir will
be at the Dancing Man Festival on May 4. There will be a
workshop as well as a concert so watch for the Dancing Man
program and sign up early for the workshop. Now that everyone
knows how great it is, tickets will be at a premium. ✐

Never too early to check fire alarms
Although the early arrival of summer time was quite a shock to the
system earlier this month, it’s never too early to check your fire
alarms.
If the new date for resetting the clocks had you hopping and you
missed your fire alarm check, don’t forget to do it soon. A functioning
smoke detector can double your chances of surviving a fire.
The Office of the Fire Commissioner reports that between 2004
and 2006, seven people died and 185 were injured as a result of
reported structural blazes in the province. Less than 1-in-10 of these
structures were equipped with a working smoke alarm.
Common reasons home smoke alarms do not work properly are:
the battery has not been replaced, the battery has been removed for
use in another device such as a toy or remote control, the battery has
been removed due to a ‘chirping sound’ (indicating it needs to be
replaced), or the alarm is old and has not been cleaned regularly.
If you are renovating, consider a hardwired alarm. ✐

Changes to Prepaid Paper Tickets
BC Ferries prepaid paper ticket holders are advised that all prepaid paper tickets purchased prior to April 1, 2008
will be valued at the March 31, 2008 prepaid price.

Beginning April
16, 2008,
to April
2008
be required
Beginning
April 16,
2008 customers
customers presenting
presentingprepaid
prepaidpaper
papertickets
ticketspurchased
purcha prior
sed prior
to 1,
April
1, will
2008
will be to
pay
the
difference
between
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new
prepaid
fare
and
the
March
31,
2008
prepaid
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From
April
1-16
the
difference
in
required to pay the difference between the new prepaid fare and the March 31, 2008 prepaid fare. From April 1-16
fare difference
will not be in
collected.
the
fare will not be collected.
For more information and to find the exact value of your prepaid paper tickets, visit www.bcferries.com, select
Fares, and select your desired route.
If you have any questions about this change, please call 1 888 BC FERRY (1 888 223 3779).

$49.00

$52.00

